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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 3: Lettuce Be is the third in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the role of a crew of
snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 3, survival is at stake again. But whose survival?

Key Features

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).

 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).

 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Issue: Significant elevation issues on the field.
Action: Sent email, waited 1 week for initial repsonse from some person in Asia. After 2-3 exchanges of emails (each with a
different Asian person) I recieved a final reply:

Result: Their final answer an email that simply said "this is a know issue". There appears to be no plan to correct it.. I would
give this game a neutral recommendation,but Steam won't allow that so until either that happens or the game improves,I keep it
as a no.My reasons for it are the balance issues and some awkward rules. The game itself is good, if you like Magic: The
gathering, you will probably like this too.

You know something is not right when you look at the top 10 players and 6 of them are with a Darkness deck. Basically there
are 2 strong factions and if you play anything else you will struggle to win.
Unlike in most games there are no counterspells and no reaction phase where you can react to an enemy spellcast. Combined
with the fact that Darkness for instance has really cheap "Destroy Creature" cards and by cheap I mean they are often cheaper
than the creature they destroy. Yes,the enemy can instantly kill most of your creatures without you being able to keep them alive
and does this with the same or fewer resources.
Example:
"Destroy a creature with 2 atk or less"-2 mana,level 1
My collection of ~250 DIFFERENT cards has no creature with the same or less cost that has 3 attack or more and most that
have a higher manacost get destroyed by just this card as well.This game really needs to have weaker or more expensive creature
shots.

I know it seems like a bad reason to not recommend something,but when you play 6-7 out of 10 games against the very same
decks and basically have no chance to win unless you do it as well the whole thing becomes extremely repetitive and loses
diversity.. The game is gorgeous and has great music, but it isn't the space sim it appears.

1. There are no physics even on planets.

2. There is a hit indicator but it makes no noise so when you actually get attacked by a random drone you you'll most likely be
toasted as the AI rarely miss.

3. If you're looking for an interesting campaign there isn't one.

4. The only working game mode in single player is Waves which is only on one level. If you attempt to create your own match
with a set number of drones they will spawn around you instantly killing you before you explore.

5. Multiplayer is dead so I can't tell you if it's worth it.

Yes it's early access but unless they change around the mechanics I don't see much promise here.

. It is really scaring that I can't put my earphone on.... This game is only decent until you reach the final boss where it is literally
near impossible to beat him. The enemies that could push you away when you're near them will make the final fight impossible
due to the fact that you will get stuck in one place and because there's 2 of them, you get stun locked to the death. Oh btw those
enemies could teleport too which is not that bad but their abilities that pushes you away is literally a very very very very badly
design game mechanic because it impedes gameplay. The final fight is literally THE WORST level design out of any horror
games I've ever played.. Every industry has its innovators, pioneers and titans. This movie does a fairly thorough job of
introducing us to some of the early big players and what happened along the timeline from the infancy to the boom to the bust
of the video game industry.

I found it very infomative and entertaining, and well worth my time and money.. gt; Gets over 90 fps on modern CoD games

> gpu isn't powerful enough to use hardware acceleration
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Good game. I probably enjoyed this game more than I should have. There was absolutely terrible dialogue and even that is
putting it nicely. That being said the game mechanics were completely competent and it is really heard to mess up a
brickbreaker esque game. I liked the concept and execution of most of the boss battles as well.. I have played about 3 hours on
the beta for Afterlife Empire, and just over an hour on the steam release now. I really want to say that this is a solid game.
While it does have it's flaws, it offers fun gameplay and hours of enjoyment at a very reasonable price.

Pros: A solid sim\/strat game that offers good replayability. The audio is decent but not amazing. The graphics are the same. The
graphics feel more like they were made for a tablet\/mobile phone game than a straight out PC release. But the game runs very
smoothly. The only bugs I encountered were during the tutorial. The gameplay is more casual than most of the Theme games, or
Sim games, but that actually helps to work in it's favor imo. I could play for 20-30 minutes and feel I accomplished something,
or I could play for an hour or more. This is a game that I will recommend to my friends who like sim\/strat type games or who
like mobile\/casual games. For the price it is a serious buy.

Cons: The few bugs I did see were during the tutorial. I could not click on objectives, and had to escape out of the tutorial
during the beta (so these bugs MAY be fixed now). This made it harder to get into the game at first. The graphics, for a PC
game, could be better. For my taste I would enjoy more RPG elements, i.e. levelups, or stats... but that is my own personal taste.

Warning!: There is some controversy surrounding this game because of the #GamerGate situation. I say forget that crap and
give the game a try yourself. For the $5 pricetag you get a lot more out of it then most games that are 15-20 bucks on release. I
have enjoyed my time playing this game and I hope you will as well.
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Inspired by the system (ZX Spectrum) which made me fall in love with videogames, I can almost taste my Creamola Foam
fueled days passed. It plays like the early games from that system, a wee bit like 'treasure island'. Whether you'll dig it comes
down to the level of nostalgic you have for these kind of games. Personally the developer Tikipod Ltd can't do wrong with me,
he\/she isn't paying me to say this either. I just really enjoy playing Tikipods games e.g. Aqua Kitty. Now I wonder if I can plant
the seed of them doing a 'Dizzy' game for us that no longer have a speccy.

10\/10 would enjoy a tape loader again. This is an expanson on the classic fisshy game where you eat smaller firsh to grow and
avoide bigger predators. I love these games, and this one scratched the itch nicely.. No storyline. Some puzzles are ok. Ending is
predictable and underwhelming.
Shorter game than the others. Ultimately there are better ones to play.. Amazing bittersweet story. I actually liked this game. I
dont normally play this type of game I'm more of a FPS kinda gal. But this game was fun. Not too scary and the puzzles were
challenging for me. I want part 2 to come out! I would suggest friends/family to play this. But only if it's under a buck (not
worth it if it was more). Just blue screened my computer, used it in the past with no issue. I don't recommend using this
software, as it appears to be unstable now.
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